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Abstract. The recent diffusion of new information technologies naturally
raised some discussions about the effect of Computer Algebra on the “ how and
what” of teaching mathematics. The present paper provides a Computer
Algebra application consisting of an interactive package introducing students
to the study of probability and statistics. Even if the package has been realized
using Mathematica 3.0, the students do not need to know a programming
language. Black boxes philosophy has been merged with step by step
solutions to  the exercises enabling students to learn the process underlying
the solutions.

1. Introduction
The introduction of new technologies has brought on many changes in contents,
strategies, and attitudes in education: the computer can be used as a
complementary tool for educational training as well as a learning tool on its own.

A key aspect of the use of computers as aids to learning mathematics is its
possibility of presenting the subject in an interactive form more accessible to
novice exploration than the traditional presentation by marks on paper.

Modern learning theories emphasize the importance of constructivism when
integrating technologies in learning. Constructivism based learning is seen as a
building process in which learners have an active role and obtain new knowledge by
constructing it on the basis of previously acquired knowledge.

A new approach based on information technologies has been experienced at
the Department of Information Engineering and Applied Mathematics in the
University of Salerno for educating students in statistics.

We have implemented a package with Mathematica 3.0 to enhance the traditional
way of teaching statistics through the use of interactive exercises randomly
generated. The  pedagogical methodologies adopted in the construction of the
package can be grouped into four categories: expositive, demonstrative, practical
and interactive.

The first is the presentation of the theoretical background needed to practice, and
it is based on multimedia hypertext.

In the second the program shows at the same time some examples of package
use and typical introductory exercises.

The third and the fourth categories concern the most important phase of the
learning process: the practical and the veri…cation sessions. More precisely,
the
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program proposes an exercise to the student and he/she has two choices:
either s/he wants to do it by hand and then check her/his work throw the
verification routine; or s/he lacks the “know-how” and needs the automatic-solution
routine to solve the exercise.

We would like to spend few other words to better describe the latter functionalities.
The package has been organized in the following way: the material is divided in
main arguments. For each argument there is a hyperlink to the related theory and
examples; then there is the exercise session. Starting this session the student
can choose among various types of exercises, and consequently the program
randomly generates a problem (concerning the chosen area) and proposes it to
the student. Then, if the student wants to do it by hand, s/he can use the
verification tool: the program acts as a tutor, pointing out mistakes and giving
suggestions. Otherwise the step by step visualizations of the exercise solution
provides a useful tool to increase the knowledge of the student.

The learning tools are interconnected by a hypertextual shell, which ensures a
homogeneous appearance and pedagogical continuity.

2. Computer aided learning
During the last 30 years Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) have proved to be a
powerful tool in many fields of science and engineering. In mathematics
education, one of the most important applications, they have been used in order
to facilitate and to encourage the experiments, to illustrate new mathematical
contents and to  bring a more effective way of teaching abstract mathematical
subjects. Such a system may serve as a tutor for students who need to improve
their knowledge as well as a challenge for good students. The use of CAS for
educational purpose can help students to learn how to deal with mathematics
and can increase the certainty of their own knowledge and skills.

Software systems for distance education generally fall into two categories
(Buchberger 1990).

White box systems are collections of sample-formulae and/or programs
presented in source code in a certain programming language or CAS, sometimes
accompanied by black box implementations or some additional functions needed by
the examples. The formulae/algorithms complement a textbook by illustrating various
notions from it, and are intended to be executed interactively by students. The
disadvantage of this type of systems is that students have to become familiar with
the programming language which is used, usually requiring a significant effort.

Black box systems are collection of executable programs/routines which
implement various algorithms and data structures corresponding to notions
presented in the textbook, and which can be executed using menu, input forms
(for specifying
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parameter) etc. The produced results are then presented as numbers, table,
graphics, animation, etc. The disadvantage of this type system is that only a
very narrow class of problems can be implemented by each program routine,
hence illustrating a textbook can become a huge task.

3. An overview of the package
The package is written using the Mathematica programming language and library
functions provided by Mathematica. It is structured as following:

• a main menu contains the main topics;

• for each topics theory, exercises, examples and help are available;

• the theory is presented in a hypertextual notebook;

• exercises are randomly generated;

• for each exercise the student has three possibilities: automatic solution, step
by step solution and verification routines (we will describe them in more
details later).

Although the system is implemented on top of the CAS Mathematica 3.0, the
user does not need to learn the programming language of this system, but s/he
only needs to click some buttons. The aim of the system is to assist students in
learning  how to use and to manipulate formal notions, using the language of
statistics.

The package introduces the concepts of probability and the terminology required
to set up and solve simple probability problems.
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Situations involving equally-likely outcomes, such as with dice, cards, etc., can
be tackled by counting outcomes. Methods for counting outcomes in probability
problems have been studied. The basic multiplication results, permutations and
combinations are all introduced using a variety of examples.

We now go to illustrate the main features of the presented package that is the
exercise tools.

First of all the package offers a main menu

Index
Combinatorics
Probability
Bayes theorem
Random variables
Statistics

The student can choose one of this main topics and a new menu is available.

Exercise Examples Help Theory

The “ Examples” , “ Help” and “Theory” buttons respectively show some examples of
the exercises presented in the package, an help for the syntax of the various
functions related to the exercises, the main theoretical concepts about the chosen
topic.

The “ Exercise” button allow the students to practice. The program randomly
generates an exercise and propose it to the students.

Apopulationconsistsof five members: 2, 3, 6, 8, 11.
Letusconsiderallpossiblesamplesof size2, thatcanbe
extractedfromthe population without repetitions.Determine :

a the samplemean;
b the samplevariance.

Then further functions are available.
Solution Stepbystep Verification

A

L

box contains5balls, numbered from1to5.Two balls are consecutively
extracted, withoutputting back in the box thefirstextracted ball.
Determinetheprobability P(A) thatboth numbers on the extracted balls are
even.
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Students can solve the proposed exercise by hand and then check their result
using the following three routines:

1. Solution - it gives the main steps of the solving process and the correct result;
Using the conditional probability formula, we
obtain the joint probability of the required
events. Thus we have

= =2 1 1( )
5 4 10

P A

2. Step by step - it gives the step by step solution of the exercise, explaining
the reasons and recalling the related theory or needed theorems;

Let P1 be the event the first number is even and
P2 be the event the second number is even.

=

=
1 2

1 2 1

1

We have  and then

( ) ( )( ).
Since at the first time there are 5balls in the box,

2two of which are even, ( )= .
5

At the second extraction, if the first number was even,
4 balls remain in

IA P P

P A P P P P P

P P

= = =2 1

the box and only 1 is even. We have then
1 2 1 1( ) so ( )
4 5 4 10

P P P P A
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aL Thereare 10sampleofsize2,
which canbeextractedwithoutrepetitions.  Hthis meansthatwe extracttwodifferentnumbersL: H2, 3L H2, 6L H2, 8L H2, 11LH3, 6L H3, 8L H3, 11LH6, 8L H6, 11LH8, 11L  

ThechoiceH2, 3L isconsideredthe same ofH3, 2L.
 

Thecorrespondingsample meansare:

 

2.5 4.0 5.0 6.5
4.5 5.5 7.0
7.0 8.5
9.5

 

andthe samplemeanis:

 µx̄ =  
sum ofallthesamplemeans

numberofthe samples ofsize2 = 10
 = 6.0 

Thisshowsthat  µx̄ = µ

bL Thesamplevariance  σx̄
2 isobtainedby the following formula :

 ‚
i=1

n Hxi − x̄L2 where  x̄ isthesample mean. The finalresultis:

 σx̄
2 = 4.05
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Inthefollowing table wereportthesamplepointsforthe throw oftwo dice:

1 2 3 4 5 6

1

2

3

4

5

6

H1,1LH1,2LH1,3LH1,4LH1,5LH1,6L

H2,1LH2,2LH2,3LH2,4LH2,5LH2,6L

H3,1LH3,2LH3,3LH3,4LH3,5LH3,6L

H4,1LH4,2LH4,3LH4,4LH4,5LH4,6L

H5,1LH5,2LH5,3LH5,4LH5,5LH5,6L

H6,1LH6,2LH6,3LH6,4LH6,5LH6,6L

Therandom variableXisthe sumofthecoordinatesofthat points.
Weremarkthatallthepointshave thesameprobability,
sothatweobtain thefollowingtable:

x 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
f HxL 1

36
2
36

3
36

4
36

5
36

6
36

5
36

4
36

3
36

2
36

1
36

3. Verification - the students can give their result and the routine checks the
correctnes s; if the gi ven result i s not correct, there is an appropriate warni ng
message.
Verification@86<D

Wrong length of the solution! You have to insert two numbersHsepareted by a commaL.
Verification@86,4.05<D

The solution is quite good!

Verification@86,7<D
The part aL of the exercise is correct. The part bL is wrong.

Verification@82.3,4.05<D
The part bL of the exercise is correct. The part aL is wrong.

Verification@83.5,8.6<D
The solution is quite wrong! Try again or have another look at the theory.

Verification@1ê10D
The given solution is quite good!
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Verification@2.3D
Warning: the probability is in the interval @0,1D!

The given solution is quit wrong! Try again or have another
look at the theory.

4. Conclusions
Computer-based-education not is meant to replace the role of the teacher in the class-
room. Indeed it is best used in conjunction with traditional techniques. Didactical
packages can be used to elucidate the concepts that were learned in the classroom or
to foreshadow future subjects. Its use help teachers to achieve maximum comprehen-
sion and enjoyment of mathematical subjects taught.
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